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Consumer Countries/Markets 

 
UK: Spirits boost drinks sales recovery while wine trails behind 

Drinks sales have continued to edge further back towards pre-Covid levels in August, with spirits 
emerging as the leading category helping to catapult the on-trade towards recovery.  
 
Spirits were at the forefront of this trend. In the week to 7 August, spirits sales were 12% higher than 
2019. Other categories still improved their sales, though they remained below 2019 levels. Soft 
drinks (-9%) had a better week than beer (-18%), wine (-15%) and cider (-24%).  
Click here to read more  
 
Global Trends - Wine Industry Key Elements 

 
Wine category becomes more egalitarian as consumer wine knowledge declines 

Consumer confidence with wine remains stable, yet consumers’ wine knowledge is steadily 
decreasing, new research by Wine Intelligence shows. However, these two trends are not as 
contradictory as they seemingly appear.  
 
What has led to this broad global shift, and what is the implication for wine brands?  
 
A significant contributing factor is ‘cognitive offloading’, which refers to consumers’ growing reliance 
on instant, online resources for information, rather than committing information to long-term 
memory. As such, while wine knowledge is being accessed, it is not necessarily being retained, 
leading to an overall reduction in retained consumer wine knowledge. The wealth of online sources 
of wine information, easily and rapidly accessible via a smart phone, are enabling buyers to purchase 
with confidence, without the need to retain hard facts.  
Click here to read more 
 
Major Wine Producing Countries 

 
Australia: Grenache back in the spotlight 

The rise in popularity of lighter and medium-bodied red wines around the world has seen a 
resurgence in Australian Grenache in recent years. The versatility of the grape means it is finding 
favour among consumers as a single varietal wine as well as a crucial component in a range of 
different styles of red blends and rosé wines.  
Click here to read more  
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